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About This Game

Sword Mans is a physics based sword fighting brawler where you control the sword instead of the swordsman. There is a man
holding on to the sword who will flop behind it as it moves. Your goal is to defeat the other players by hitting the man holding

onto their sword while defending the man holding on to your sword. This game supports both controllers and mouse and
keyboard input.

Versus:

Fight against your friends or the AI in local multiplayer versus mode. Use stage hazards and power-ups scattered across
some of the many stages to get the upper hand in a fight.

Co-op:
Play solo or team up with your friends in one of two cooperative game modes.
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Arena: Fight endless waves of enemies and earn gold which can be used to buy cosmetics.

Campaign: Play through the campaign chapter by chapter. Chapters will be released periodically and the story will
continue with each chapter.

Customize your sword man with a host of different weapons and cosmetics that can be unlocked through game-play. Damage is
physics based, meaning heavier weapons will hit harder, but aren't as agile.

Sword Mans features a completely original soundtrack designed to fit the varying stages.

Content will be continually added in periodic updates including new stages, new cosmetics, and new chapters to the campaign.
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Title: Sword Mans
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Bypass Game Studios
Publisher:
Bypass Game Studios
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1+

Processor: SSE2

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Good game like every other ZUP game.. Basically the gameplay of Choice of Magics can be summed up in 4 simple steps:

01 Situation X arises;
02 Choose between magics A, B, and C for dealing with said situation;
03 Situation dealt with; mastery of magic A/B/C increases!
04 GOTO 01

What about roleplay? Sorry I haven't seen any. Such a grave disappointment considering that this came from the same guy
behind Choice of Robots. Go play that one instead if you haven't done so already.. The Geneforge Saga is a series of Science
Fantasy, turn-based(combat), indie Role Playing Games.

One central motif, and the one that is the heart of the series, that this game revolve around are quasi artificial intelligence and
full-blown A.I., both biologically grounded--brought into existence through magic--and what role, plus how they should be
handled and implemented in a fantasy medievalesque, with some steampunk elements, society structure.

The game begins with the player-character, a Shaper apprentice--Shapers are an organization of powerful wizards that dominate
this fictional world through their magical might and especially their knowledge and monopoly on creating new life --waking up
in bed as the school he is enrolled in are under attack, located on a group of Islands on the outskirts of the Shaper controlled
empire.

The narrative and dialogue structure, on a macro and a micro level, are a bit of a mix between classical (western) RPGs and
JRPGs and something else, though the game overall is leaps and bounds more Western. The design is partial due to a specific
wish on the one hand and the very barebones graphic engine on the other.

Overall I'd recommend the game on the basis of its setting: On the one hand if you're tired of derivative Tolkienesque fantasy,
and on the other in virtue of the fact that it isn't mindless escapism or entertainment, it isn't decadent drama just for the sake of
drama, it isn't slapstick humor. It is pulp that isn't pulp. It has a soul and relevance for the real world, and the theme it explores
will become more and more relevant for humanity in the near future. Not that the game is particular insightful as such but its
core is noble and commendable for an indie game.. I totally recommend this software. I have been a fan since buying Rytmik on
my DSi and porting over all of the versions to my 3ds. I helped my friend make soundtracks for his game projects while he was
learning. Now you guys have come out with a substantial improvement to the software which is very well done. Back in the day
I had to wire my 3DS to my old♥♥♥♥♥Windows XP decomissioned school computer from the early 2000's and hope to Jesus
that my recordings of them would turn out good. Now I can just save them on the computer and do what I need to do.

Please continue to support the Rytmik platform and keep bringing in customizations, and new sounds. You have a fan out of
me.. Most of the sword isn't even visible on the screen, It looks nice, what of it you can see, but having brought all the weapons,
I can't say I recommend any of them since they are mostly cut off by the screen... and all they do is sit on the back of the avatar
and do nothing.. A cool little experience. May be a bit pricey for some, but I was genuinely engaaged the entire time, and
couldn't put it down until I was finished. Well done.. XD .. So scary.. Hate the Jumpscare :<. the game is solid and fun despite
the negative reviews.

Yes - if you are using headphones sound will come out only out of one speaker

Yes - there is an annoying advetisement for Nux at the end of a chapter.

however, it does little to diminish from the game's fun.

there are plenty of different enemies. the music is carchy, albeit worse than the original. and of course, the lovely clay animation
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is still there. and the controls are still tight and responsive to boot.

so if you are not someone who's game experience is ruined by a few minor flaws. get this game. its a fun schmup

. I guess it's good.
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Good luck getting this game to work if you`ve ever upgraded your hardware or uninstalled the game at any point...
How many years has this been out and on ubisoft\/steam? and they STILL haven`t sorted their broken DRM out???

Shameful.

I can now only play on an old install, that I made on an old (dated) laptop.

I did have it installed on my previous machine, but as is the way of things, that machine was replaced by my current machine.
However, I find cannot play on my NEW machine, because (apparently), The key has been used `too many times`..

(from what I can glean from other posts, the limit is just THREE times).

It might seem churlish to give a bad review on the basis of this issue, but as its still part & parcel of the overall games
`experience`, and leaves me unable to play on the machine of my choice, without a long winded plea and wait for ubisoft
support, imho its well deserved.
Don`t buy it unless you can guarantee you`ll never have to re-install more than twice.. This game has it all, It has a good storyline
, combat mechanics, and one of the most important: great, realistic graphics! It is fun to solve all the puzzles and fight against
Trinity!

Awesome Job From Developers!. Emporium is a psychological walking simulator that explores heavy themes like abuse and self
loathing; To say that I found this very enjoyable disturbs me, in a way. I loved the visuals, music and I loved that the developer
isn't afraid to touch on themes that many of us can relate to. I've only played one playthrough so far but I believe there are five
endings, so I will definitely attempt to finish all endings. I'll definitely play more games by this developer as he reminds me of
Davey Wreden. 100% would recommend this to anyone that won't be triggered by such elements.. Well no, simple game where
you produce units in your base on the left part of 2d map and they walk to enemy base on right side and fight enemy along way.
Very simple concept, nothing new, games like this was everywhere for year, I played fair bit of them, mostly as free flash games
and if game is well crafted it can be enjoyable for some time. But this game is not well crafted, there are free flash games with
the same concept that was way better and I enjoyed them much more than this game, so no, not really worth it.. Really worth it,
even though it's pretty short. Graphics were special. Another kind of visual noval.
Not gonna tell you more because spoilers :p. This game had lots of good potential in the idea behind it. Overall, it turned out to
be a pretty large disappointment. The controls were really confusing and the battles were really hard to follow. The graphics
were not not really that great and kind of choppy at times.
It seems like the developers have abandoned the game as well, so it probably isn't going to get any better.. This has to be the
♥♥♥♥♥iest game ever invented.

Update: Menu Improvements:
May 4, 2018: Sword Mans version 1.0.3

New Stuff. Sword Mans 67% off until Jan 3:
Happy Holidays! Steam's Winter Sale is here and Sword Mans is cheaper than its ever been! Pick it up now for $4.94 USD! It
would have been $5, but 67% is an awkward value so it's a few cents cheaper. Even better!

Remember to do your discovery queues and vote for the Steam Awards!. Update: Autumn Festival:
November 21, 2018 Sword Mans version 1.2.3
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New Stuff:. Update: Gun Mans, Part 2:
April 3, 2019 Sword Mans version 1.3.1

Well Gun Mans has been fun, but April Fools is over and I think it's time we put the swords back in Sword Mans. But if you
ever have the urge to play Gun Mans again, it'll be an option in the versus menu from now on. When starting a versus game,
select options and turn on "Play Gun Mans" to turn all the swords back into guns.

New Stuff:. Sword Mans Price Reduction!:
Hello everyone,

Sword Mans was released a year ago today. To celebrate, Sword Mans is on sale, a permanent sale! Starting now, Sword Mans
will be priced at $9.99 instead of $14.99. I'd like to thank everyone who played in the first year and welcome any new players
this year.

If you haven't bought Sword Mans yet, don't get it yet! Sword Mans will be going on sale in just two days to coincide with a
much bigger update coming April 1st. It's the biggest update Sword Mans has ever gotten and as always, it will be completely
free!

Until then, I hope you keep having fun!. Update: Happy Holidays:
December 20, 2018 Sword Mans version 1.2.4

Happy Holidays everyone! I have a few new Christmas themed items to celebrate the holidays.
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New Stuff:. Sword Mans Released:
Hello everyone,

Today marks the day that Sword Mans was first brought into the world. This is the first game that I've published so I couldn't be
more excited. I plan to keep supporting Sword Mans as long as people keep playing it, so keep your eyes open for new content
in the near future.

If you have any questions for me, feel free to make a post on the steam forums or send an email to 
bypassgamestudios@gmail.com.

I hope you enjoy!. Sword Mans 50% off until Nov 1:
The steam Halloween sale is here and Sword Mans is 50% off. That's the lowest price it's ever been! Get it now and enjoy the
new content in the Halloween Update.
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